Run8 Boxcar Discovery
How to tell what DLC car is represented by a Run8 Boxcar.
Background:
Did you know that Run8 Boxcars are "substitutes" for DLC cars you don't have installed? You might see these in
Multiplayer sessions, or using the "World" or "Train" loads included in the game. They show up as Run8 Boxcars like this:

Before we begin – level setting knowledge.
There are some tricks to deselecting and selecting different trains in Run8. You'll need to know how to select trains,
deselect them, etc. If the following instructions don't work for you, then have a look at the appendix for some tips.

How to find the source car type:
Click the car, then click Tagger:

We can see
that the selected cars is #8 in the train, and that it's a Refrigerator Car.
That's a good start, but which refrigerator car???

How to find the Exact source car:

First you need to be in control of the train – The screenshot above shows one method to confirm this.

Now that we've confirmed this is "our train" the screen should look something like this:
(Note that no side bar menu is on screen)

Hit Control-F1 to bring up the "train builder" screen:

Click "Copy Player Train"
Then take note if the items – they list the Exact cars (and Engines) used on this train!
Car #8 (the one we looked at above) is a R8 Reefer GreenBrier 72 CRYX
Now you can visit Run8studios.com, click on trainsets, and use your browsers "Find" function to search for the car:

And we've found which pack to purchase if we want to see the actual car in our Run8 simulator!

Appendix – Selecting trains in "tricky situations"
Situation: You're in Multiplayer and someone else owns the train:

Unfortunately if you're in multiplayer and someone else 'owns' the train of interest, there's no in game way to see what
the run 8 box cars are.

Situation: The Run8 Car you're interested in is part of an "AI train"

If you click the train and it's an AI train, you'll see the "AI Train Options" screen on the top right..
Eenable "Relinquish When Stopped", then click "Stop Immediately" (A more graceful way to stop is to enable "hold
position" then wait for the train to come to a nice gradual stop.)
After a few seconds, the "AI Train Options" pop up will go away and you can now select the train and follow the steps
above to discover what DLC car the Run8 Boxcar represents.

Important: if you are on a multiplayer server, you should ask for permission before you do this!
Important: If you do this on a multiplayer server, be sure to set the train back to AI mode when
you're done (See below if you need help with this)!

How to Relinquish a train (you might also call this Disowning, Un-Owning etc..)

To relinquish a train, you can click on any car or engine that is part of the train and click "Relinquish" – the whole train is
now relinquished and "Up for grabs".

How to Return a train to AI Mode (also works if a train has never been in AI mode)

First click the Lead Unit, then click AI Recrew. (this only works if you click the "Lead Unit" (first engine in the direction
the train is facing))

